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Season 47, Episode 107
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Ep. #11831



Lucy tells Craig about the incident in Toms house with Aaron. Although he is irritated, Craig promises not to revive the restraining order. Craig confronts Jack about how he and Carly interfered in Lucys life. He vows to make trouble for him and Carly if they dont mind their own business. Meanwhile, Margo wakes herself up and alerts John to Katies condition moments before Katies alarms sound. The staff gets to work on Katie and Simon overhears the commotion and runs to be by her side. Katie sees a white light and she starts to go near it, but hears Simons voice pleading with her to return. Katie wakes up and Simon begs her not to leave him again. Emily and Susan devise a new strategy to deal with Alison and tell her that they are giving her what she wants her freedom. Alison is thrilled to learn that she can drop out of school and get a job. Paul corrects Barbara that he doesnt want to work for BRO; he wants to talk about Will. Paul tries to impress upon Barbara that Will needs to play with his friends, but Will quietly asks Paul not to hurt Barbaras feelings. Paul is concerned that Will is taking on too much responsibility. Isaac approaches Bonnie, wanting to support her with her problems with Marshall. Bonnie insists that she is going to try to dig up some dirt on Marshall. Marshall warns Jessica that he will go public with the case against her unless she drops out of the race. Isaac starts to suspect Brandy tipped Marshall off about his problem with the liquor license. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 August 2002, 14:00
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